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ProShares Large Cap Core Plus

Market overview
Building on encouraging fourth-quarter performance, U.S. equity markets extended their rally into the first quarter of 
2023, with the S&P 500® delivering an impressive 7.5% gain. Inflationary pressures appeared to be moderating, while the 
effects of the Federal Reserve's tightening measures became increasingly evident across various sectors of the economy. 
In response to these dynamics, the Fed reduced its rate hikes to 25 bps in both the February and March meetings, and 
signaled a potential deceleration in future rate increases through forward guidance. Although wage and job opening 
figures exhibited a downward trend, the unemployment rate remained largely stable. At the same time, the levels of 
wage growth and job openings continued to align with the characteristics of a tight labor market. Seven S&P 500 sectors 
produced positive returns during the quarter. Information technology led the way among sectors, with a 21.8% gain. 
Communication services were not far behind, at 20.5%, a reversal from the fourth quarter. Financials and energy were the 
laggards for the quarter, with losses of 5.6% and 4.7%, respectively.

Performance
During the quarter, CSM’s benchmark, the Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index, underperformed the S&P 
500 by 1.1% (6.4% vs. 7.5%). Unfavorable stock screening from the strategy’s long portfolio drove relative 
underperformance. From a factor perspective, the strategy’s exposure to price momentum and traditional value 
hurt relative performance, while exposures to price reversal and small size helped performance and made for a 
net positive total factor contribution.

Fund performance and index history1 1Q 2023 YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year Fund Inception 
7/13/09

ProShares Large Cap Core Plus

CSM NAV Total Return 6.25% 6.25% -9.90% 18.51% 8.96% 13.45%

CSM Market Price Total Return 6.47% 6.47% -10.19% 18.59% 8.90% 13.44%

Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index 6.44% 6.44% -9.24% 19.33% 9.70% 14.29%

S&P 500 Index 7.50% 7.50% -7.73% 18.60% 11.19% 13.93%

Source: Morningstar, as of March 31, 2023. Returns for periods longer than one year are annualized.

Attribution
The objective of CSM’s index is to boost the returns 
of large-cap U.S. equities through enhanced portfolio 
construction and a rules-based, multifactor stock selection 
methodology. The index’s strategy enables the fund to 
employ leverage by taking long positions in stocks totaling 
approximately 130% of net assets, and short positions in 
stocks totaling approximately 30% of net assets. This results 
in net fund exposure of 100%.

Relative underperformance during the quarter was driven 
primarily by stocks in the long portion of the portfolio, which 
underperformed the broad market. Performance from the 
short side of the portfolio was not enough to offset these 
results. Relative to the S&P 500, the index’s long portfolio 
contributed underperformance of 1.5% [(6.0% vs. 7.5%) X 1.30], which outweighed the 1.0% contribution from the index’s 
short portfolio [(4.3% vs. 7.5%) X -0.30]. Combining these two components, the Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index 
underperformed the S&P 500 by 1.1%. 
(Continued on page 2)

Contribution to Relative Performance vs. S&P 500 Index
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Source: Bloomberg, as of March 31, 2023.

The performance quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value 
of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when sold or redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original 
cost. Shares are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the fund. Market price returns 
are based upon the midpoint of the bid/ask spread at 4:00 p.m. ET (when NAV is normally determined for most funds) and do not 
represent the returns you would receive if you traded shares at other times. Brokerage commissions will reduce returns. Current 
performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. Performance data current to the most recent month-end 
may be obtained by calling 866.776.5125 or visiting ProShares.com. Index performance does not reflect any management fees, 
transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in any index.

Source: FactSet, Bloomberg. CSM’s total operating expenses are 0.45%. 1Market returns are based on the composite closing price 
and do not represent the returns you would receive if you traded shares at other times. The first trading date is typically several days 
after the fund inception date. Therefore, NAV is used to calculate market returns prior to the first trading date.



Attribution (continued)
Overall, sector allocation effects had a negative impact on relative performance for the quarter. An underweight 
in information technology, the best-performing sector, and an underweight in communication services, the 
second-best-performing sector, drove relative underperformance. Stock screening from CSM’s index methodology 
accounted for most of the relative underperformance, particularly with respect to selection among communication 
services and financials names.

From a factor perspective, the fund’s exposure to price reversal—a technical pattern where recent winners tend to suffer 
to the downside in the near term while recent losers turn around—was the largest relative contributor to performance. 
Exposure to relatively smaller stocks also contributed positively. Partially offsetting these results was the fund’s exposure 
to price momentum, which detracted from relative performance.

Factor Attribution – Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index vs. S&P 500 Index

Excess Return 
Contribution

Value Growth Profitability Momentum Technical

Traditional Relative Historical Expected Profit 
Trends

Accelerating 
Sales Earnings Price Price 

Reversal Small Size

3-Month -0.34% 0.00% -0.01% -0.07% -0.13% 0.03% -0.19% -0.43% 1.04% 0.14%

Notes: Uses monthly returns data measured between Credit Suisse 130/30 Index rebalance dates. Index data provided by Bloomberg. Factor data provided by Credit Suisse. 
Exposure measured as OLS estimated factor coefficient from most recent 60-month sample. Monthly contributions computed as the product of OLS estimated factor coefficient 
and monthly factor return. Monthly contributions are aggregated into trailing periods using Carino (1999) smoothing. "Other" captures return the model attributes to the risk-free 
rate and residuals. Period start and end dates reference Credit Suisse 130/30 Index rebalance dates, not calendar quarters. The 3-Month period referenced above reflects 
December 16, 2022 to March 16, 2023.

Looking ahead, we expect CSM to continue to benefit from its disciplined, multifactor approach. One of the 
longest-running smart beta funds, CSM follows a strategy that combines multiple, well-established factors to achieve 
performance. The portfolio’s design seeks to turn incremental returns over time into consistent outperformance.

Value consists of both traditional value and relative value, and aims to capture excess returns from stocks that have low prices relative to their fundamental value, which is constructed 
using price-to-book, price-to-earnings, price-to-cash-flow, and price-to-sales ratios. The traditional-value factor identifies cheap stocks for the long portfolio and the expensive ones for 
the short portfolio. The relative-value factor measures value using such industry-relative price ratios as price-to-earnings, price-to-book, and price-to-sales. Growth consists  
of both historical growth and expected growth. The historical-growth factor identifies stocks with strong records of growth for the long portfolio and those with flat or negative growth 
rates for the short portfolio. Growth is based on earnings growth rates, revenue trends, and changes in cash flows. The expected-growth factor identifies stocks with high rates of  
expected earnings growth for the long portfolio and those with low or negative expected growth rates for the short portfolio. Profitability consists of profit trends and accelerating 
sales. The profit-trends factor identifies stocks showing strong bottom-line improvement for the long portfolio and those showing deteriorating profits or increasing losses for the 
short portfolio. Profit trends are measured by using the following ratios: overhead-to-sales, earnings-to-sales, and sales-to-assets. Trends in the following ratios are also used:  
(receivables + inventories)/sales, cash-flow-to-sales, and overhead-to-sales. The accelerating-sales factor identifies stocks with strong records of sales growth for the long portfolio 
and those with flat or negative sales growth, measured using the rate of increase in sales growth, i.e., the acceleration of sales for the short portfolio. Momentum consists of earnings 
momentum and price momentum. Earnings momentum is defined in terms of earnings estimates, not historical earnings. The earnings-momentum factor identifies stocks with 
positive earnings surprises and upward estimate revisions for the long portfolio and those with negative earnings surprises and downward estimate revisions for the short portfolio. The 
price-momentum factor identifies stocks with high returns over the past 6–12 months for the long portfolio and those with low or negative returns over the past 6–12 months for the 
short portfolio. Technical consists of price reversal and small-size factors. Price reversal is the pattern whereby short-term winners often suffer downside reversals and short-term losers 
tend to bounce back to the upside. These reversal patterns are evident for horizons ranging from one day to four weeks. The small-size factor identifies the smallest decile stocks in the 
index for the long portfolio and the largest decile in the index for the short portfolio. Size is measured using the following metrics: market capitalization, assets, sales, and stock price.
ProShares makes reasonable efforts to obtain content from sources it believes to be reliable, but cannot guarantee that the information is correct, accurate, complete, or 
reliable. This material, other than historical fund performance, is not designed to represent the performance of a specific investment or to make any recommendation. Any 
forward-looking statements herein are based on expectations of ProShare Advisors LLC at this time. ProShare Advisors LLC undertakes no duty to update or revise any 
forward-looking statements as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.
Investing is currently subject to additional risks and uncertainties related to COVID-19, including general economic, market and business conditions; changes in laws or 
regulations or other actions made by governmental authorities or regulatory bodies; and world economic and political developments.
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. This ProShares ETF entails certain risks, which may include risk associated with the use of derivatives 
(swap agreements, futures contracts, and similar instruments), imperfect benchmark correlation, leverage, and market price variance, all of which can increase volatility and 
decrease performance. Short positions lose value as security prices increase. Leverage can increase market exposure and magnify investment risk. Please see the summary 
and full prospectuses for a more complete description of risks. There is no guarantee any ProShares ETF will achieve its investment objective.
The Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index is designed to replicate an investment strategy that establishes either long or short positions in certain of the 500 largest 
U.S. market cap equities (the “Universe”). Short positions will approximate 30% of the portfolio’s value. The model anticipates the purchase of 30% more in long positions 
using leverage. There is no guarantee this methodology will result in returns exceeding the Universe returns. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
ProShares may invest in equity securities and/or financial instruments (including derivatives) that, in combination, should have similar daily price return characteristics to the 
fund’s benchmark. Derivative contracts are priced to include the underlying index yield and will not generate dividend income. Because ProShares invest in derivatives and 
other financial instruments, their dividend distributions may not reflect those of their applicable indexes.
Carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of ProShares before investing. This and other information can be found in their 
summary and full prospectuses. Read them carefully before investing. Obtain them from your financial professional or visit ProShares.com. ProShares are 
not suitable for all investors.
The Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”) and Standard & Poor’s, a division of The 
McGraw-Hill Companies Inc. (“S&P”). Neither MSCI, S&P, nor any third party involved in making or compiling GICS or any GICS classifications makes any express or 
implied warranties or representations with respect thereto (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof).
“Credit Suisse” and “Credit Suisse 130/30 Large Cap Index™” are trademarks of Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC or one of its affiliates and have been licensed for 
use by ProShares. ProShares have not been passed on by Credit Suisse or its affiliates as to their legality or suitability. ProShares are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted 
by Credit Suisse or its affiliates, and they make no representation regarding the advisability of investing in ProShares. CREDIT SUISSE AND ITS AFFILIATES MAKE 
NO WARRANTIES AND BEAR NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO PROSHARES. ProShares are distributed by SEI Investments Distribution Co., which is not 
affiliated with the fund’s advisor.
For financial professional use only. This material is not for public distribution. No permission is granted to sell, copy, publish, reproduce, distribute, or modify this 
material, in whole or in part, without the advance, express, written permission of ProShares.
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